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Abstract 
This paper documents and describes original motifs from the ‘ajami panels in the red qa’a of the Ghazalyeh house in Aleppo, 
Syria and identifies the styles of their motifs. All floral motifs are listed in a typology table with their corresponding codes. The 
Ghazalyeh House built in 1691 was refurbished in 2007 and transformed into a historical museum. From 2009-2011, they 
restored its 'ajami panels. However, during the war in old Aleppo city in 2013 these ‘ajami panels were stolen. Information from 
this paper can be used to better understand and ultimately restore the Ghazalyeh house’s original ‘ajami panels. 
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1. Introduction 
For hundreds of years, craftsmen have been producing polychrome wood,`ajami art, to decorate buildings in Syria, particularly the houses.   
Ottoman style houses, containing the largest treasure of 'ajami, have become the icon of Ottoman Syrian art. 'Ajami includes several geometric 
designs, floral motifs, and inscriptions. These motifs have rich symbolic backgrounds, originating from house owners, artists, their native culture, 
the environment, and religion.  Impressive `ajami interiors dating from the 17th to the 19th century have been preserved in Damascus, Aleppo, 
and Hama (in Syria). This paper will document and identify the styles of motifs used in 'ajami panels in the red qa'a of Ghazalyeh house in 
Aleppo.  
2. Background research 
2.1. Aleppo heritage  
Aleppo is the largest city in Syria and serves as the capital of Aleppo Governorate (Figure 1), the most populous 
Syrian governorate. It is located in northwestern Syria, 310 kilometres (193 miles) from Damascus. With an official 
population of 2,132,100 (2004 census), it is also one of the largest cities in the Levant. Consequently, Aleppo 
flourished and became a very important station on the Silk Road; the third largest city in the Ottoman Empire after 
Istanbul and Cairo2. 
Aleppo is one of the oldest continuously inhabited cities in the world; it has been inhabited since perhaps as early 
as the 6th millennium BC. Excavations at Tell as-Sawda and Tell al-Ansari, just south of the old city of Aleppo, 
show that the area was occupied by at least the latter part of the 3rd millennium BC.  Cuneiform tablets unearthed in 
Ebla and Mesopotamia noted Aleppo for its commercial and military proficiency, due to its strategic trading point 
midway between the Mediterranean Sea and Mesopotamia3. 
Fig. 1. Aleppo Map 1912 (wikipedia.org) 
The city's significance in history has been its location at the end of the Silk Road, which passed through central 
Asia and Mesopotamia. When the Suez Canal was inaugurated in 1869, trade was diverted to the sea, and Aleppo 
began its slow decline. At the fall of the Ottoman Empire after World War I, Aleppo ceded its northern hinterland to 
 
 
2 Alafandi, Rami. Abdul Rahim, Asiah. (2014). Umayyad Mosque in Aleppo. Yesterday, Today, and tomorrow.  International Journal of Art & 
sciences (IJAS) Conference, Harvard Campus, Boston. 
3
 Russell, Alexander.  The Natural History of Aleppo (1st ed.). London. p. 266. 
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modern Turkey, as well as the important railway connecting it to Mosul in Iraq. Then in the 1940s it lost its main 
access to the sea, Antioch and Alexandretta, also to Turkey. Finally, the isolation of Syria in the past few decades 
further exacerbated the situation.  Possibly it is this very decline that has helped to preserve the old city of Aleppo, 
its medieval architecture, and traditional heritage. In 1986, UNESCO added old Aleppo city in the World Heritage 
List4. In 2006, Aleppo won the title of the "Islamic Capital of Culture 2006", and also witnessed a wave of 
successful restorations of its historic landmarks 5 . Since 2012 internal war has destroyed much of Syria’s 
architectural heritage.  The losses in both the ancient and modern parts of the city have been tremendous. 
2.2. Ottoman Houses In Aleppo: 
Muslims always tried to make their houses like a heaven, and oriental design helped them6. The design of 
Islamic Syrian house depend on the description of the paradise found in the  Quran: {But those who feared their 
Lord will be driven to Paradise in groups until, when they reach it while its gates have been opened and its keepers 
say, "Peace be upon you; you have become pure; so enter it to abide eternally therein," [they will enter]}7, and in 
other verses: {Those will have gardens of perpetual residence; beneath them rivers will flow. They will be adorned 
therein with bracelets of gold and will wear green garments of fine silk and brocade, reclining therein on adorned 
couches. Excellent is the reward, and good is the resting place}8. 
 Just as walls and gates surround Syrian cities, Syrian houses also have walls and a gate, replicating the walls and 
gates of Heaven.   When walking through the alleys (Figure 2) one sees only simple walls and doors.  But, upon 
entering the gate through an indirect corridor, they will reach the courtyard, an earthly paradise, adorned with plants, 
trees and a water fountain9. The most important feature of the courtyard (Figure 3) is the iwan, a room with an open 
wall facing the courtyard sometimes as tall as two stories.  Here the family prefers to sit with its open view of the 

























6 Gunay, Reha (1998). Tradition of the Turkish house and Safranbolu houses. Istanbul, Turkey :YEM Yayin. P; 62 
7 The Holy Qurn, Surat Az-Zumar:73 
8 The Holy Qurn, Surat Al-Kahf:31 
9 Alafandi, Rami. Abdul Rahim, Asiah. (2013). Syrian Palaces In Ottoman Style.  Malaysia. ICABE.P: 4. 





















Surrounding the courtyard are the ground rooms, sealmlik, customized to receive men, and the upper rooms, 
haramlek, private for the family.  All the rooms open to the courtyard with big windows, which rarely face the 
outside10. The house also includes a kitchen, service rooms, a toilet, and a cellar to save food.  The house rarely 
includes a bath.  Due to the importance of hospitality in Islamic and Arabic culture, guest rooms (qa'a) are more 
carefully decorated and furnished.  Such rooms consist of one or three tazars (raised seating area of a room) and one 
'ataba (low entry space of a room)11. All traditional Aleppo houses are courtyard houses built of white limestone, 
whose color changes over the years into light gray. The most obvious feature of the living quarters is the windowless 
and undecorated appearance of the house’s outer facade, noted by almost all the travelers who visit Aleppo12. 
 
 
10 Same as last entry. 
11 Same as last entry. 
12 Mollenhauer, Anne; Karzon, Zouka (2001): A Survey of Manorial Residential Houses in the Bab Qinnasrin Quarter of Aleppo. In: Chronos, 
Revue d’Histoire de l’Université de Balamand 4. 
Fig. 2. Alley, old Aleppo city Fig.3. cortyard, Ajek-Pash 
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2.3. Polychrome wood (`ajami) Techniques: 
Harris (1983) defines polychrome as the "practice of 
decorating architectural elements, sculpture, etc., in a variety of 
colors". 
According to Kyal (2007) and Scharrahs (2013): These 
Syrian wooden elements are elaborately decorated with a 
particular relief technique, known as pastiglia in Europe but 
called al-`ajami in Syria. `Ajami is the Arabic adjective applied 
to an Ajam, a Persian or foreigner to Arabic culture. Scharrahs 
used the terms polychrome wood and 'ajami together in her 
dissertation.  
According to Kyal (2007) There are two types of 'ajami 
techniques: 
1.    Silken: the application of natural colors directly on the 
wood to produce flat motifs (Figure 4). 
2.    Vegetal: the application of 'ajami paste on the wood then 
applied with the natural colors on it to produce raised motifs.  
'Ajami paste consists of animal glue and gypsum (Figure 5).  
 
The term Al-`ajami (`ajami) is used to describe this 
decorative technique as a whole as well as the raised ornaments 
individually.  It also provides a commonly used name for this 
type of interior termed `ajami rooms; even though other 
materials and decorative techniques are also used in the rooms 
(Figure 6).  
 
Fig. 4. Silken Technique, Aleppo room, Berlin 
 
 
Fig. 5. `ajami Paste. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Vegetal technique; al-`ajami. 
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3. Case study (Ghazalyeh House) 
 
Fig.7. Ghazalyeh house, Early in 20th century, delcampe.net 
The Ghazalyeh House is located in the extramural Aljdayda Quarter13 in old Aleppo city and was built in 17 
century14 by Khajadour Bin Murad Bali in 1691AD/1102AH—a fact written in red qa'a ceiling (Figure 8).  Later 
the Christian family Saba 'Aidaa lived in this house from 1737AD-1150AH (Figure 9).  After them, the Ghazalyeh 
family15 (also Christian) with more than 45 people lived in it from 1834AD-1250AH (Figure 10). There is the 
inscription on the eastern wall panel of red qa'a dated in 1239AH (Figure 11) and the upper floor dated by a stone 
engraving in 1880AD (Figure 15). Early in the 20th century, the house was converted into a school for Armenians.   
By 2007, the Aleppo Antiquities and Museums Directorate refurbished the Ghazalyeh House transforming it into a 
historical museum for the City of Aleppo.   In conjunction with this endeavor, they restored its polychrome wooden 
panels from 2009-2011.  Two years later, in 2013, these polychrome wooden panels were stolen during the war in 
old Aleppo city. 
 
Fig. 8.  Red qa'a ceiling (1691AD/1102AH) (Rami, 2006) 
 
 
Fig. 9. main qa'a wall (1737AD/1150AH) (Rami, 2006) 
 
 
13  Hajar, Abdullah. (1998). Aleppo monuments. Aleppo University. P: 121 
14  Sauvaget ,Jean (1941). Alep, essai sur 1e développement d'une grands ville svrienne des origines au milieu du XIX siécle, t.l, Paris. P: 51 
15  Algazi, Kamel. 1991. Gold River in History of Aleppo. Aleppo. Dar AlqalamAlarabi. Vol:2 . p:203 
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Fig. 10. Red qa'a wall cornice (1834AD/1250AH) (Rami, 2006) 
 
Fig. 11. 1239/1824, Red qa'a wall cornice (AAMD, 2008) 
3.1. Architectural descriptive 
 The current plan of the house (1000m2) contains three courtyards surrounded by two levels of rooms (ground 
and upper floors) and underground facilities (Figure 12).  The underground facilities contain a cellar and cave for 
saving food, and the upper floor (built later), haramlek, is specified for women. The size of the biggest courtyard, 
selamlik, is 260m2 and has an Iwan and qa'a.   The second courtyard is 80m2 and was used to supply food to the 
kitchen. The third courtyard is 25m2 and was used to service the bathhouse.  The Ghazalyeh House is the only house 
in old Aleppo city that has a bath. The main qa'a consists of three tazars with one 'ataba forming the shape of the 
letter "T" (Figure 16). All nine walls and three ceilings have 'ajami panels with floral and geometrical motifs and 
inscriptions of poetry and proverbs. There is a fountain in the center of the 'ataba. The red qa'a, a rectangular hall, 
consists of one tazar with one 'ataba.  In this room, 'ajami panels, dated by the name of the owners, cover the 
ceiling and walls (Figure 14). The Iwan, located in the south part of the main courtyard, has an 'ajami ceiling lined 
with cornice (Figure 13). 
 
Fig. 12. Ghazalyeh plan, Burabeh 
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Fig. 13. The Iwan (Baydoun, 2011) 
 
Fig. 14. Red qa'a after restoration (Baydoun, 2011) 
 
Fig. 15. stone engraving date (Rami, 2006) 
 
Fig. 16. Main qa'a ('ataba with tazars) after restoration (Baydoun, 
2011) 
3.2. The red qa'a 
 The red qa'a is located on the eastern side of the house on the right side of the entrance.  In 2008, the 'ajami of 
the qa'a was restored along with the whole house to fix the distortion caused when the house was a school in the 
early 20th century. The restoration brought the 'ajmai panels to life again but according to the report of Aleppo 
Antiquities and Museums Directorate (AAMD) the panels were stolen during the war in Aleppo (2012- present). 
4. Methodology 
To reach the objectives of this paper, the method employed includes documentation and the descriptive approach 
using 190 photos and a 38-minute video shot by the first author in 2006.  It also contains 213 photos from the 
Aleppo Antiquities and Museums Directorate (AAMD) project in 2009 and 130 photos from the executor of 'ajami 
restoration (AbdulRaouf Baydoun) taken during a restoration project in 2009-2011. The photos will be categorized 
into five groups according to the location of red qa'a panels: the ceiling, the western wall, the eastern wall, the 
northern wall, or the southern wall. From these five groups of photos, the motifs will be classified and coded. The 
analysis will classify the motifs into five styles: Rumi, Hatayi, Rumi-Hatayi, Hatayi-Rumi, and geometrical. Rumi-
Hatayi style is a combination of two styles with Rumi as the dominant style. In the Hatayi-Rumi style, Hatayi is the 
dominant style.  All the floral motifs of these styles with their corresponding codes will be presented in a typology 
table. 
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5. Discussion and Analysis 
The first objective of this paper is to document the original motifs from ‘ajami panels in red qa’a of Ghazalyeh 
house which were stolen during the war in Aleppo (2013). This documentation was only possible using a collection 
of previously taken photos.  
The second objective of this paper is to identify the styles of motifs found in the ‘ajami panels in red qa’a of 
Ghazalyeh house.  The styles used belong to two major categories: Rumi and Hatayi. Rumi was a very common style 
of motif used in several types of Islamic artifacts and architecture, particularly during the Ottoman period. The 
origin of this style can be tracked through artifacts from the ancient civilizations of Middle East until now. The 
Hatayi style of motifs, influenced by China, India, and Mongolia, came to the Middle East through the Silk Road.  
Craftsmen today continue to use a combination of these two styles and patterns to present the legacy of Syria. 
The photos red qa’a are categorized into five groups according to the location of the panels.  Each group will be 
analyzed in the following five sections: 





Fig. 17. The ceiling, (Baydoun, 2011) 
The ceiling consists of 17 visible beams with 16 coffers (Figure 17/B). The decorated side of the downward-
facing beams has a rounded section in the center, while the outer sections have a flat surface decorated with floral 
motifs of Muqarnas.  All the beams are painted with three different floral designs (Figure 20/K, L, M). The sides of 
coffers are decorated in the spiral Rumi style using the silken 'ajami technique (Figure 17/B). The downward-facing 
coffers are also painted in the silken 'ajami technique with four forms alternately repeated (Figure 18/A, B, C, D) 
with intervals of star polygons (Figure 19). The layered construction of this ceiling makes it three–dimensional 
(Figure 17/A). The southern side of ceiling has an extra rectangular panel decorated with nine bouquets, three of 
them damaged (Figure 21). The cornice surrounding the ceiling with wisdom inscriptions includes the date, 1691 
AD/1102 AH, and the owner's name, Khajadour Bin Murad Bali. These inscriptions were written in the Nast'aliq 
font inside cartouches alternately with Shamsat motifs. Under the cornice, the panel is decorated with sequential 
stems, leaves, and flowers motifs (Figure 17/A). The ceiling has four squinches of 'ajami (Figure 14).  The ceiling 
panels have three styles of motifs:  Hatayi style (Figure: 18, 20:K/N, 21), Rumi-Hatayi style (Figure: 20 L/M), and 
geometrical patterns (Figure: 19). All the motifs are coded in the following figures: 
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  Fig. 18. Coffer panels, (D and E same panel) (Baydoun, 2011) 
 
Fig. 19. Coffer star polygons (Baydoun, 2011)  
     
Fig. 20. The beams (Baydoun, 2011) 
 
Fig. 21. Bouquets (Rami, 2006) 
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5.2. The Western Wall 
 
Fig. 22. The western wall (AAMD, 2008) 
'Ajami panels cover two-thirds of the western wall with a door and five windows (Figure 14).  Above the panels, 
in the cornice are inscriptions of wisdom in the Nast'aliq font with the date 1834 AD/1250 AH and the other owner's 
name, Ghazalyeh. The inscriptions, written inside the cornice cartouches, alternate with Shamsat motifs. Under the 
cornice is a Muqarnas 'ajami panel held by a basic red frame painted with Atrjeh motifs (Figure 24/G). Under the 
Muqarnas 'ajami panel are more framed poetical inscriptions. Just below these inscriptions are restored shutters for 
the door and windows (Figure 23). The original shutters of the door were lost and the shutters of windows were 
distorted when the house was a school. The restoration of these shutters and panels brought it back to life showing 
the original motifs. The western wall panels have three styles of motifs: geometrical patterns (Figure: 23), Rumi-




















Fig. 23.Panels of western wall (AAMD, 2008) 
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Fig. 24. Windows shutters and ceilings (AAMD, 2008) 
 
 
Fig. 25. West wall, left shutter of C (Baydoun, 2009) 
 





5.3. The southern wall 
'Ajami panels cover two-thirds of the southern wall containing a Kitbiya and two doors.  The cornice above the 
panels includes inscriptions of wisdom in the Nast'aliq font written inside cartouches alternating with Shamsat 
motifs.  Under the cornice is a Muqarnas 'ajami panel with a basic red frame decorated with Atrjeh motifs (Figure 
27).  Below the cornice is three inscription panels with frames decorated in Hatayi style.  Each panel has two 
couples of wisdom poetry inscriptions written in the Nast'aliq font. Under these panels are the doors and Kitbiya. 
The door shutters and Kitbiya were distorted when the house was a school. On both sides of the Kitbiya are two 
vertical panels designed by the raised 'ajami technique with Rumi and Hatayi styles (Figure 28). The southern wall 
panels employ Rumi-Hatayi style (Figure: 28, 29).  All the motifs are coded in the following figures: 
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Fig. 27. The southern wall (AAMD, 2008) 
 
 
Fig. 28. vertical panels (Baydoun, 2009)  
 
Fig. 29. Shutter (Baydoun, 2009) 
5.4. The Eastern wall 
'Ajami panels cover two-thirds of the eastern wall with samandra and four khizana shutters (Figure 30).  The 
cornice above the panels includes inscriptions of wisdom in the Nast'aliq font.  These inscriptions are written inside 
cartouches alternating with Shamsat motifs and include the date 1823AD/1239AH without the owner's name.  Under 
the cornice is a Muqarnas 'ajami panel with a basic red frame painted with Atrjeh motifs. Below the Muqurnas 
panel there are four inscription panels; each has two couples of wisdom poetry written in the Nast'aliq font. Under 
these inscription panels are four khizana restored shutters with frames decorated in Hatayi style.  The eastern wall 
panels have three styles of motifs: geometrical patterns (Figure: 31), Hatayi-Rumi style (Figure: 32), and Hatayi 
style (Figure: 33).  All the motifs are coded in the following figures: 
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Fig.30. The Eastern wall (AAMD, 2008) 
 
 
Fig. 31. The shutters of eastern wall (AAMD, 2008) 
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Fig. 32. The shutters motifs wall (AAMD, 2008; Baydoun, 2009) 
 
Fig.33. Damask roses ,samandra ceiling (Baydoun, 2009) 
5.5. The Northern wall 
'Ajami panels cover two-thirds of the northern wall with a samandra in the middle with one Kitbiya on each side.   
The cornice above the wall panels includes inscriptions of wisdom in the Nast'aliq font written inside cartouches 
alternating with Shamsat motifs.  Under the cornice is a Muqarnas 'ajami panel with a basic red frame painted with 
Atrjeh motifs. Below the Muqarnas panel, there are two inscription panels consisting of two couples of wisdom 
poetry written in the Nast'aliq font and have frames painted in the Hatayi style. The samandra and Kitbiyas were 
distorted when the house was a school. The restoration shows the original motifs of floral and vegetal patterns made 
by the silken and vegetal 'ajami technique. The samandra wall consists of nine vertical 'ajami panels designed by 
Rumi and Hatayi Styles. The samandra ceiling is decorated with geometrical 'ajami panels. The northern wall 
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panels have four styles of motifs: Rumi-Hatayi style (Figure: 35, 36, 37:F), Hatayi style (Figure: 37:E), Hatayi 




Fig. 34. The northern wall (AAMD, 2008) 
 
Fig. 35.  samandra panels, Rumi style and Atrjeh (Kapali) with pendants (AAMD, 2008) 
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Fig. 36: samandra panel (AAMD, 2008) 
 
 
Fig. 37: samandra panel (Baydoun, 2009) 
 
Fig. 38: samandra ceiling (Baydoun, 2009) 
 
Fig. 39: samandra ceiling, (Baydoun, 2009) 
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6. The identification of 'ajami motifs and styles of the red qa'a 
On the ceiling and walls, most of the motifs belong to main two styles of motifs: Hatayi and Rumi. 
6.1. Hatayi 
 Etymologically has been taken to mean "Cathayan", "Central Asia" or "from Hatay" a Turkish administrative 
district on the south coast of Asia Minor16. Technically the Hatayi style represents the natural patterns of floral and 
vegetal figures consisting of various flowers from the environment of each Islamic land. The most common 
elements of Hatayi style are: 
6.1.1. Penç Berk: The Penc Berk is the generator pattern of the Hatayi motifs, starting from one to five petals to 
form flower motifs and that represent the steps of growing until it blossoms into a complete flower17.  
 
Fig. 40. Penç Berk, Alazawy 
 
6.1.2. Çarkıfelek: The Çarkifelek18 is the complete pattern of  Penç Berk and it has two patterns: 
6.1.2.1 The Motionless Çarkıfelek: consists of five petals in the center of the flower with five radial leaves on 
top of five open petals.  This flower is drawn in a horizontal position to represent the natural "primula" 
flower, and sometimes the artist draws it using six petals. 
 
Fig. 41. The motionless Çarkıfelek, Alazawy 
6.1.2.2 The Spinning Çarkıfelek consists of five petals in the center of the flower with five crimpy radial leaves 
between five open petals in the horizontal position.  The flower is drawn in the horizontal position to 




16 Akar, Azade(1988). Treasury of Turkish Designs. Dover Publications, INC. New York. P:9. 
17 Alazawy, Taleb Ahmed. The Principles Of Floral Ornament "Hatayi". alkatat.com 
18 Same as last entry 
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Fig. 42. The Spinning Çarkıfelek, Alazawy 
6.1.3. Pomegranate Blossom is the most common motif of Hatayi and is often referred to by the name Hatayi.  
The flower is drawn in horizontal and vertical positions and cross-section to represent many stages of a 
pomegranate growing. The artists developed and added several details to this motif to make it more beautiful and 
complicated.  The pomegranate is mentioned twice in the Quran (Surat Al an'am: verses: 99,141); first, when 
Allah tells people to meditate on how the pomegranate grows {And [We produce] gardens of grapevines and 
olives and pomegranates, similar yet varied. Look at [each of] its fruit when it yields and [at] its ripening. Indeed 
in that are signs for a people who believe}. 
 
Fig. 43. Pomegranate blossom, Alazawy 
6.1.4. Tulip drew in cross-section and represented in vertical and diagonal positions. It seems probable that tulips 
were introduced into Anatolia only with the advance of the Seljuks19. The tulip appeared on Ottoman ceramics 
and carpets in the 15th century20. In the 18th century, the tulip became the most popular motif in Ottoman art and 
that period was called "The Tulip Era", deriving from the tulip craze among the Ottoman court society. Tulips 
defined nobility and privilege, both in terms of goods and leisure time21. According to Arseven (1950) the Istanbul 
gardens had more than 300 types of tulips22. 
 
Fig. 44. Tulip, Alazawy 
 
 
19  Mathew, Brain. Baytop,Turhan (1984) The bulbous plants of Turkey. Frome; Batsfor. P:100. 
20  Same as last entry. P: 26. 
21  Gunay, Reha (1998). Tradition of the Turkish house and Safranbolu houses. Istanbul, Turkey :YEM Yayin. P:35. 
22 Arceveu, CE. (1950). Les arts décoratifs Turcs, Milli Egitim Basinevi Istanbul (SD). P: 84 
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6.1.5. Carnation is drawn in a cross-section and consists of serrated petals forming an arch. According to Arseven 
(1950) the flower was named by the Turks, originating in Iran or China, and the Istanbul gardens had more than 
200 types of carnations23.  According to the manuscript of Ibn Khordadbeh (9th century the carnation was the most 
famous import from Sumatra, Indonesia24.   
    
Fig. 45. Carnation, Alazawy 
6.2. Rumi 
Etymologically from the Turkish language means "Roman" referring first to the Byzantine Empire and later to 
European lands of Ottoman Empire.  Rumi designs have also been described as consisting of elongated leaves with 
pointed tips, forming scrolls or cartouches25. Technically the Rumi style represents the abstract patterns of vegetal 
figures that consist of the following elements: 
6.2.1. Rumi Motifs: Positioned at the heart of the Rumi motif is the "Pivotal ball with foliate". Regardless of the 
shape the motif might take, it will always revolve around this ball. If a second motif is attached to the first, it will 
also grow from this ball. The motif can be drawn geometrically which is similar to one-half of the Taoist yin-yang 
symbol26. In Syria, this Rumi term is called "Dam'a" and means "tear" in Arabic (Figure 24/C, Figure 29). 
 
 
Fig. 46. Rumi, Azzam 
6.2.2. Tepelik Motifs: Tepelik from the Turkish language means "pointed tip or hilltop", and it is the other major 
motif in the Rumi style. It is used both as a symmetrical freestanding motif and in half form attached the spiral27. 





23  Same as last entry.  
24  Ibn Khordadbeh. The Book of Roads and Kingdoms (Kitāb al-Masālik w’al- Mamālik) 9th-century geography manuscript.  
25 Akar, Azade(1988). Treasury of Turkish Designs. Dover Publications, INC. New York. P:9. 
26  Azzam, Khaled (2013). Arts and crafts of the Islamic lands : principles, materials, practice. Thames & Hudson.  P:132. 
27  Same as last entry. P:133. 
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Fig. 47. Tepelik, Azzam  
 
There are two structural linear foundations for Rumi style are used together or separately: 
6.2.3. Kapali means "closed" in Turkish. Kapali forms are linear structural lines, which are usually based on an 
underlining geometric grid ensuring they reflect or tessellate correctly. The shapes are versatile and have 
architectural properties (the crown shape is used in domes and gateways across the Islamic world).  Within a 
design, it reflects itself and motifs helping patterns slot together28 (Figure 24/F(2), Figure 26/1, Figure28, 
Figure25/B,C, Figure 36, Figure 37). 
 
 
Fig. 48. Kapali, Azzam 
6.2.4. Spirals: consists of four basic elements (start point, Rumi motif, blossom and leave).  There should always 
be a point of origin from which the design grows, like a seed to the light then it spirals in circles29 (Figure17/A, 
Figure 36, Figure 37).  
 
Fig.49. Spirals 
7. The Findings 
7.1.1.    The 'ajami panels of Ghazalyeh house were made at different times, especially the 'ajami of the red qa'a.  
The ceiling panels of the red qa'a originated in 1691AD/1102AH and its wall panels date back to 1834 AD/1250 
 
 
28 Same as last entry. P: 134. 
29  Same as last entry. P: 136. 
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AH.  In 1239AH/1824AD, all of the panels of the Ghazalyeh house were most likely restored by a Muslim because 
they're dated by the Hijri calendar while the earlier dates are in the Western calendar format.  The upper floor was 
built in 1880AD, according a date engraved in stone on the on this floor.  
7.1.2.    Obvious from the meaning of its name, "foreigner", 'ajami art came from outside of the Syrian culture. 
Nevertheless, Damascene craftsmen added their unique touch using special paste to produce raised motifs making 
the motifs three–dimensional. 
7.1.3.    The sty1e of 'ajami motifs followed previous styles of motifs (Hatayi and Rumi) found on Islamic artifacts 
such as Iznik ceramics and tiles, illustrations, miniatures, Tazhib, and carpets.  Though the motifs on these artifacts 
are of the same styles, they show local influences from the environment and previous civilizations. 
7.1.4.    In general the 'ajami motifs in Aleppine houses followed Hatayi and Rumi styles with local influences from 
the environment such as lemons, apricots, cherries, jasmine, Damsak roses, narcissus, tuberosa, chrysanthemum, 
cowslip and chamomile. The combination of Hatayi and Rumi are found in artifacts before the existence of 'ajami. 
7.1.5.    The other influences came from the artist who wanted to express his creativity by choosing the motifs, 
creating groups of these motifs, and then repeating and alternating them on the surfaces of 'ajami panels. 
7.1.6.    The richness of decoration reflects the social and economic situation of the owner. 
7.1.7.    The presence of animal figures in 'ajami means the owner is not Muslim, but most probably a Christian or 
Jew. 
7.1.8.    Some of the motifs in the form of acanthus leaves came from the classical age (from the Greeks, Romans, 
and Byzantines, who conquered Syria from 333 B.C to 622 A.D and built many cities). 
7.1.9.    The Rumi style was used by local influence to create a new motif known as  "Atrjeh".  Atrjeh is an Arabic 
word that means the citron fruit and is found in all the gardens of traditional Syrian houses because of its pleasant 
aroma.  The atrjeh was drawn in 'ajami as an oval shape with conical sides in a vertical position with two Tepeliks, 
or pendants, and filled with Rumi motifs.  In general, the Atrjeh motif has the structure of a Kapali. 
7.2.1. The typology of floral motifs: This typology depends on two major categories:  Hatayi and Hatayi local motifs 
created by the local craftsmen. In this table, each motif is tagged with a code that indicates the figure in this paper 
with more detailed letters or numbers to accurately indicate the place of the motif within the figure (Figure 50). 
8. The Conclusion: 
The documentation in this paper helps preserve and explain the motifs of the ‘ajami panels in the red qa’a of 
Ghazalyeh house, stolen during the war in 2013 in old Aleppo city.  This documentation was possible by using a 
collection of 533 photos and a 38-minute video, previously taken of the red qa’a. These raised ‘ajami motifs, in the 
Hatayi and Rumi style, presented together on wood surfaces in the Ghazalyeh house are the culmination of several 
Islamic art styles.  These 'ajami motifs not only show the owner’s aesthetic taste but represent the evolution of 
Islamic art during the Ottoman Empire.  The identification of the `ajami motifs in this paper can be a guide for 
craftsmen and experts who still produce 'ajami.  They will be able to use the original motifs with a full 
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Table 1. The typology of floral motifs, * the motif is above the number 
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